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Brandon University tourism study earns international award: Geographers at Brandon University
have received international attention for their recent work into how rural communities can better market
themselves as tourist destinations. Christopher Malcolm and Doug Ramsey presented their findings to
the 6th Annual International Tourism Congress, held in Peniche, Portugal. Their study on the
experiences of visitors to the Canadian Fossil Discovery Centre in Morden, MB, was selected Best
Paper at the conference and will be published in the spring of 2014 in the publication European Journal
of Tourism, Hospitality and Recreation. “Our research took a new path,” says Christopher Malcolm,
Department of Geography. “The conference delegates were very interested in how we employed
analyses developed for outdoor recreation management and classified visitors through their previous
experiences and the context they bring to the activity.” Dr. Doug Ramsey, Department of Rural
Development, adds, “The findings will help the Morden fossil museum identify how to create a more
fulfilling, unique experience for visitors and give all rural communities a new way to measure and
analyze visitors and attractions, to create distinct and marketable destination points.” Derrek Eberts,
from BU’s Department of Geography, also presented a paper at the Portugal conference. Brandon U
News
U Calgary undergraduate student finds hurricane-speed winds atop Nakiska’s Mount Allan: A
University of Calgary geography student studying wind speeds atop a popular ski resort has found data
that could, quite literally, blow you away. Geoff VanVeller says the weather station on top of Nakiska’s
Mount Allan has recorded sustained wind speeds equivalent to a Category 3 hurricane. “Even though
we do have these kinds of winds, they’re not quite frequent enough to issue warnings,” he said. The
data collection is part of the third-year geography student’s undergraduate research project. So far,
VanVeller said he’s noticed that the majority of high winds come from the southwest and occur between
November and February. VanVeller will collect data until the end of 2013, then put together a paper on
his findings. Associate professor Chris Hugenholtz, who is working with VanVeller on this project, said
he’s impressed with VanVeller’s initiative. “He’s volunteered because he’s interested in research,” said
Hugenholtz. “He doesn’t even get a credit necessarily for doing this.” Calgary Herald
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Other “Geographical” News
The science of ice storms. Why the freeze was so fierce: Ice storms can arise whenever warm air
forms a wedge between two layers of cold air – one high up in the atmosphere and one at the surface.
Precipitation that begins as snow quickly turns to rain as it falls through the warm air. Then, as the
raindrops re-enter the cold, they become supercooled, dipping below the freezing point even though
they remain liquid. In such a state, droplets of water freeze on contact when they touch a surface,
forming an icy glaze on roads, sidewalks and everything else. Globe and Mail
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Some not so “Geographical” News

The CAG now works for geographers on Twitter. Keep up-to-date by following
@CanGeographers
GeogNews Archives: http://www.geog.uvic.ca/dept/cag/geognews/geognews.html
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